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Overview

- Library system at the Hamburg University
- Systematic literature search – where to start?
- Searching for books & journals in the catalogue
- Easy access to online-resources anytime
- Tips & tricks
- Your Library Card
The library system...

... consists of ...

Hamburg State and University Library

specialised libraries

Website: stabi.hamburg
Where to find information

- Hamburg State and University Library
  - Resources from almost all scientific areas
  - Textbook collection with introductions and study literature
  - Books & journals have to be ordered first before lending
  - Specific materials about the Hamburg area

- Department libraries
  - Relevant resources for the needs of the faculty
  - Smaller Textbook collections
  - Specialised with high expertise

- Access anytime from home or abroad to our e-resources (books, journals, databases) from various scientific areas
English site

Welcome!
Thank you for visiting our website. What are you looking for?

Your search terms

More search options

Basic Information also available in English and other languages
Guten Tag!

Wir freuen uns über Ihren Besuch, wonach suchen Sie?

Literaturversorgung in der Stabi Hamburg und anderswo in Zeiten von Corona

Die Zeitschrift b.i.t.-online ist mit der Anfrage an uns und an weitere Bibliotheken herangetreten, in einem Bericht zu schildern, wie wir in Zeiten von Corona daran gearbeitet haben, dass Bestände [...]
Search results in katalogplus

- 'Best-Match Method'
  - Hits with high accordance will be ranked at the first places
  - Hits with partly according search terms are also found
  - Leads to high sets of results

- Fuzzy search
  - finds grammatically related terms

- Relevance-Ranking
Technology behind katalogplus

**Exact Match** – precise search term with exact matching results

**Best match** – KI aided enriched search with best results which match the search
Easy search

- Fill out with the known items like title, person, year, publisher
- You can also search for a subject
- More tips in the help centre (at the moment only in German)
List of results: orientation

Kind of media

Facets

Change sorting

Availability

Sort
Relevance

Restrict to E-Resources

Filter & Sort

Media type
Books
Printed books
University writings
more...

Year of Publication
2000-
1900-1999
1800-1899
more...

Risk perception and governance performance in multi-sector partnerships: the case study of the permanent drought commission of the Jucar River Basin
by Carmona Costa, Maria
Published: 2016

Kosten und Nutzen einer Fusion von Hamburg und Schleswig-Holstein
Diese Vers.: Juli 2006
by Lammers, Konrad
Published: Hamburg, Hamburgisches Welt-Wirtschafts-Archiv, 2006

Die Ausstrahlung aufsichtsrechtlicher Corporate Governance auf das Aktienrecht: überlagerung in der Bankaktiengesellschaft, Entstehungsgeschichte und Perspektiven für die börsennotierte Aktiengesellschaft
by Schmidt, Faule
Published: Köln, Carl Heymanns Verlag, 2017

Exogenous versus endogenous governance of open collaborative innovation communities: an experimental investigation
by Störmer, Niclas
Published: 2013

E-Government-Strategiebericht / Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, Pressestelle der Finanzbehörde
Published: 2007-

Urban Governance im Perflußdelta, China: Anwendung des Analysekonzeptes von DIGAETANO und STROM (2003) zur Identifikation von Governance-Formen in der Volksrepublik China am Beispiel der Xialingyu-Delta-Probe
Published: 2007-
List of results: most common media

Printed book

Electronic book

Printed journal

Electronic journal

Printed article

Electronic article
Refine search results

- Results can be sorted roughly:
  - Relevance
  - Publishing year
Select different locations

- Results can be shown for specific libraries
- Of course: only for printed material
Facets for sorting the results

- Facets allow a better and more specific sorting of the results

Used facets: e.g. year of publication
Sintflut: die Neuordnung der Welt 1916-1931 / Adam Tooze; aus dem Englischen von Norbert Juraschitz und Thomas Pfeiffer

Der renommierte britische Historiker analysiert die "Neuordnung der Welt" während und nach dem 1. Weltkrieg, die im Zeichen des Aufstags der USA zur…

PPN (Catalogue ID): 810572559

Worktitle: The deluge [Tooze, J. Adam, 1967-; VerfasserIn]

Persons:Tooze, J. Adam - 1967- [VerfasserIn]
Juraschitz, Norbert - 1963-
[ÜbersetzerIn]
Pfeiffer, Thomas - 1969- [ÜbersetzerIn]

Media type: Book

Extent: 719 Seiten; Illustrationen, Diagramme, Karten; 24 cm

Language: German

Published: München: Siedler; März 2015

Edition: Erste Auflage
List of results: availability

Resources from the specialised libraries

- It is indicated which library holds the title, for example: FB Wirtschaftswissenschaften / Martha-Muchow-Bibliothek / ZB Recht

- Generally these books cannot be lent and must stay at the premises

- Klick on the name to get complete details of the library like contact details or location and opening hours
List of results: availability

Resources from SUB

- Available for loan
  - ... please order: title will be delivered next working day in the shelf where you can fetch it
  - ... please take copy from shelf: title is available in the shelf with the call number

- On-site use at the SUB
  - ... please order: title will be send to the reading room next working day. You may copy or scan it there, because it is not lendable
  - ... please take copy from shelf: you find it in the shelves at the reading room with the call number. You may copy or scan it, it is only for short lending or non-lendable

- on loan until XX.XX.2022 → recall: the book is on loan at the moment, but you can place a reservation and will be informed when it is back
Where to get a printed book / journal?

Stabi: borrow immediately

- Location/Call Number: SUB - SB-Bereich
  A 2015/8547
  available for loan → please take copy from shelf

Stabi: to be used in the reading room

- Location/Call Number: SUB - Lesesaal
  H Jur 294/3
  Reference Holding → please take copy from shelf

Stabi: borrow after order

- Location/Call Number: SUB
  A 2002/578
  available for loan → please order

On loan, can be reserved

- Location/Call Number: SUB
  A 2006/9399
  on loan until 13.4.2021 → recall
  0 recalls
Where to get a printed book / journal?

In the special libraries after ordering

To be used in the premises at the department libraries
### Helpful: table of contents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Links:</th>
<th>Inhaltsverzeichnis</th>
<th>Rezension</th>
<th>Inhaltstext</th>
<th>Rezension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Table of contents can be used to have a broader look
- You get a first hint if the book matches your search and is relevant for your research
Our E-Media (online)

- Most of the online-content can be used directly – if you study at the UHH

- Includes e-books, e-journals & papers and databases

- Use orange button in katalogplus:
  
  ![Restrict to E-Resources]

- Results which you can access directly are shown

- Exemption: “Campus-Lizenz & Volltextzugang (Einzellizenz)”. Please get in contact with the reference desk to get information about an alternative access
Follow the external link which puts you through to the publisher after entering your library card number and your password.
Download – e-book

© 2016

Fungal Applications in Sustainable Environmental Biotechnology

Editors (view affiliations)
Diane Purchase

Book 1 21k
Mentions Downloads

Part of the Fungal Biology book series (FUNGBIO)

Download book PDF  Download book EPUB

Table of contents (15 chapters)  About this book  Reviews

The e-book can be downloaded as complete pdf or chapter by chapter!
Access via VPN

Must-haves

✔ Being a member of Hamburg University with valid account from the university IT (b*****)

✔ installed Cisco AnyConnect Client from UHH IT

Advantages

✌ No need to give your library card number & password

✌ Resources campus-only can be accessed
No match!?

Hints

- Spelllling?
- Try alternative words or terms
- Try another language if possible

For your search query - seerch - no match was found.

Do not give up yet!
Check the spelling or change the search. Or search for further literature in the interlibrary loan catalogue (GVK).
Your library card

- To use our services you need a library card

- The request for it is quite simple:

1. Fill out the online form on our website
2. Bring your ID or passport (+ with proof of address 'Meldebestätigung')
3. If applicable: certificate of study
4. Get the library card here at the SUB
„Two more things!“

2 fine helpers, which make research life easy:

- Book Bag
- Campuslieferdienst (Campus delivery service)
See you soon!
Further questions...

auskunft@
sub.uni-hamburg.de
040 42838 - 2233

stabi.hamburg

fb | stabihh
twitter | @stabihh
insta | @stabihh